FnB Manager

This manual outlines the processes that work well to ensure that FnB Manager is consistent and accurate. FnB Manager is a purchasing and stock management system that is designed to save time both for sites and head office. Following the processes outlined below will enable the business to see where improvements can be made with purchasing, selling and stock counting of goods.
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Getting Started

FnB Manager is web-based system that works with Internet Explorer only.

1. Open Internet Explorer and go to www.fnbmanager.com/[businessname].
2. You will be navigated to a page similar to the page displayed in Fig 1.
3. Pop-up blockers must be turned off before attempting to log into the system.

![Fig 1 - Login Page](image)

Log into the system

- Enter your user id in the top box (Remember the dot) for example **AB.COMPANY**
- Enter your password; it should not be shared with anyone.
- Click the “Login” button.

When you log onto the site for the first time you will be prompted to change your password. The default password is “**123456**” and your new password must be changed from this and must be a minimum of 6 alphanumeric characters.

**NOTE:** If you forget your password please contact your system administrator who will reset it back to the default 123456. Passwords cannot be reset by Fourth personnel.

Once logged in, there are a number of tabs and buttons available. Each of these areas has a function and will be explained in detail throughout this guide.
Ordering

FnB Manager allows you to quickly create, edit and approve orders online - purchase orders are sent automatically to suppliers so once the orders are sent no further action is required.

How to create a new order

From the ‘Home’ page, click on the light blue ‘Create new orders’ button or the ‘New Order’ link from the green bar along the top.

- There are 7 new buttons to choose from, these are just different ways of looking at the order sheets.
- Typically most users will select option 7 ‘Multiple Order Sizes for a Specific Supplier’. This option is most similar to placing orders via the phone, hence why this is most commonly used.

- Option 7 will list all the suppliers and will show the split pack and case size if available.
- Next, select a supplier from the options in the drop-down list.
Choose the relevant supplier from the list, the system then returns the list of available products from that supplier.

Enter the quantity of products you required in the ‘Order’ column. 

**NOTE:** be aware of the ‘Orders Size’ column - ensure that you order the correct multiple of product to prevent over/under ordering.

It is also possible to configure visibility of the ‘On Hand’ and ‘On Order’ columns providing users with information relating to the particular product.

- **On Hand** – quantity of the product that is currently held in stock. This is calculated by including approved deliveries, transfers and sales.
- **On Order** – quantity of the product that is currently on order, but not yet received. This is calculated by the information populated on any pending goods received/delivery notes.

A number is only required against products that are to be ordered; any other lines should be left blank if the product is not required.

If orders are required for multiple suppliers the drop down box at the top of the page can be used to move to a new supplier; ensure that the order is saved by clicking the ‘Save’ prior to moving between suppliers.

**Top Tip**
Ensure that any entries are saved if users are called away from the computer or the page is left idle for any time.
• Upon completing entry of all the products, click ‘order complete’ to indicate that all relevant products have been added to the order. This does not send the order to a supplier, but will move the user to the ‘order management’ screen where orders can be approved. It is possible to make changes to orders at this point.

**How to print order sheets**

• Users may print order sheets by clicking the blue ‘Printable View’ button shown in Fig 5 above.
• Options can be selected to allow these order sheets to be configured:
  
  o Order sheets can be printed for single or multiple suppliers.
  o The order sheet can be tailored to include only products from certain cost centres.
  o The number and type of columns can be configured and relevant headers added if required.
How to approve orders

- On this final screen of the ordering process, you have the opportunity to review & modify your orders before submitting or approving them to send to a supplier(s).

![Order Management Page](image)

**Fig 7 - Order Management Page**

- The 'Actions' column of the order management page allows users to view, amend or add messages to orders:
  - ‘Edit’ all allows the user to return to the order if any amendments are required.
  - ‘View’ will display the order on screen so that any users can view the order details without having to select ‘edit’.
  - ‘Add message’ allows users to add delivery specific messages such as 'deliver before 10am'.
  - **Any warning messages** will be displayed in red within the supplier text box. Examples of such warning messages include:
    - It is after cut off time!
    - The order is below the minimum
    - The order is above the maximum

**NOTE:** If an organisation has been configured with order authorisation levels any user that is unable to place orders to a supplier will be see a ‘Notify’ button in place of the approve buttons. This will generate an email to specified user(s) of FnB Manager so that they may approve the order.

- It is essential that users check the delivery date and amend if applicable before approving an order
- Once all details are confirmed tick the order that is required to be sent and click ‘approve’ to send the PO(s) to the supplier(s).

![Approve Order Confirmation](image)

**Fig 8 - Approve Order Confirmation**

- The system will direct users to confirm that the specified orders should be sent to the supplier and ‘ok’ can be selected. When an order is successfully processed a successful ‘Order COMPLETE’ message will be displayed.
Top Tip
Check the delivery date, delivery cost and view the order before sending to a supplier to ensure that the correct stock is being ordered for the correct delivery date.

How to view an order’s status

Orders will have a status of ‘Pending’ until they have been approved. Orders with this status can be found in the ‘Ordering’ tab by selecting any of the orders listed within the ‘Pending Orders’ section.

To confirm that the order has been successfully processed follow the path: Ordering Tab > Click the Order History Link.

Fig 9 - Order History Links

- A specific date range for the order history can be entered or a set time period can be selected from the drop down list.
- A specific supplier can also be selected.
- The status of the order will indicate if an order has been successfully generated to a supplier. The status column will display 3 potential options:
  - An order has been ‘sent’ to a supplier.
  - An order is ‘queued’ to be submitted by fax.
  - An order has ‘not been sent to supplier’.

Fig 10 - Order History Page

- If an order has failed it could be because the order details have changed or are incorrect. If an Order has not been delivered to the Supplier it will have a status of ‘not sent to supplier’. In this case contact your system administrator.
Receipting Deliveries

It is important to ensure that the deliveries are recorded correctly. If the supplier has not delivered what was ordered either a short delivery or sent a replacement, it must be recorded.

Upon receipt of goods, ensure 3 things are checked:

1. **Quantity (and Value)** - The system needs to match the physical delivery notes/goods delivered – the quantity of goods received into stock must be accurate. The system needs to match the physical invoice (if an invoice has been received on delivery and is reconciled at site) and variances in cost need to be accounted for and if appropriate a supplier return raised and credit note requested.
2. **Date** - The delivery date should be the actual date of delivery to ensure that the system updates the stock on hand correctly and attributes the cost to the correct stock period.

**Top Tip**

It is a good idea to write on the delivery notes when signing for the deliveries any amendments that will need to be made when processing the deliveries in the system. Ensure there is an area for any deliveries that have not been processed yet and a separate area for those that have; this will keep you organised.

- To find any pending goods received notes (GRN) go to the ‘Stock Management’ tab and click the ‘Pending’ tab.

Fig 11 - Pending Deliveries
How to process deliveries

When receipting deliveries and a delivery note is submitted with the goods only the quantity of goods receipted is relevant. The cost displayed on the GRN on FnB Manager is indicative of the pricing the system expects for the goods as this is the assigned price of the product on the system. It is advised that users approve these GRNs into stock on a daily basis to accurately update the 'stock on hand' of each product.

**NOTE:** Only approved transactions will affect a location's stockholding.

- Click the appropriate pending GRN, the total value; expected delivery date and purchase order reference numbers are displayed on the link from the stock management page as shown in **Fig 11** above. This should aid in selecting the appropriate delivery.
- The quantity of each product ordered is displayed within the product details section of the GRN and the system assumes that what was ordered will be received, therefore pre-populates the expected delivered quantity.
- The user must ensure that the 'Actual Qty' column displayed the volume of goods received on the delivery, only when a product is short delivered or substituted will a user need to amend the quantity entered, therefore saving time by managing by exception.
- It is possible to edit the quantity delivered or add products (Inventory items) to pending GRNs. These buttons links are displayed in **Fig 12** below.

![Fig 12 - Product Details Tab on a GRN](image)

- Click the **Edit** button to amend the quantity of goods received whether they were over or under delivered. Any lines that are amended are marked with a red flag to indicate a discrepancy between quantity orders and received and any comments can be entered with regards to the discrepancy reason in the relevant column as in **Fig 14** below.

![Fig 13 - Updating Delivered Quantity](image)
• If any additional products are required on the delivery click the [Add] icon to enter these missing inventory items.
• Once the correct volume of stock for each line has been checked and corrected the mandatory fields (highlighted in red) must be completed before the GRN can be approved into stock.
• In Fig 14 below, bacon was added to the GRN.

![Fig 14 - GRN with Added Product & Flagged Item](image)

• A user must check:
  1. Quantity of stock received
  2. Delivery date
  3. Delivery note reference number

![Fig 15 - Delivery & Invoice Details](image)

• Once all information has been populated the GRN can be approved into stock holding. It is possible to re-open this GRN (with appropriate security permissions) within the current stock period if any amendments are required.

**Top Tip**
It is also possible to combine delivery notes from the same supplier; this would typically be used if a supplier provides a delivery note for each day but sends one invoice at the end of the week.
How to combine GRNs

- The combine delivery notes function can be found at the top of each pending delivery.

Fig 16 - Combine Delivery Notes Button

- Once selected a list of other possible delivery notes is then displayed; a user can select the additional delivery that is required to be combined with the original pending goods received note.

Fig 17 - Available Delivery Notes

- The details of the two deliveries are then added together and can be amended and reconciled as per the standard procedure.
- Once the correct quantity of stock has been receipted the pending GRN can be approved into stock holding as the costs can be reconciled at a later date when the invoice is received. FnB Manager works well if the system is used little and often, by receipting deliveries each day these tasks can be undertaken in bit size chunks.
Processing Invoices

When receipting deliveries and an invoice is submitted with the goods, both the quantity of stock and the cost of the delivery require reconciling on the system. The cost displayed on the GRN on FnB Manager is indicative of the pricing system expects for the goods, as this is the assigned price of the product on the system.

Users must match this total cost to the invoice as they would usually match the quantity of goods received. It is advised that users approve and mark these GRNs on a daily basis to accurately update the ‘stock on hand’ of each product. Only approved and marked transactions will affect a location’s stockholding and be exported to the organisations finance package.

NOTE: If an organisation has applied user level permissions allowing cost prices to be amended at site level this can be completed via the edit link as per amending the quantity of goods received. This is not the standardised process on FnB Manager, although can be used if an organisation does not have fixed price agreements with their suppliers.

*FnB Manager works well for businesses that have a level of price agreement (weekly, monthly annual fixed price agreements) with their supply base and the following example assumes this.*

- Select the appropriate pending GRN, the total value; expected delivery date and purchase order reference numbers are displayed on the link from the stock management page as shown in Fig. 11. This should aid in selecting the appropriate delivery.

- The user must ensure that the ‘actual quantity’ column displayed the volume of goods received on the delivery, only is a product is short delivered or substituted will a user need to amend the quantity entered, therefore saving time by managing by exception.

- It is possible to edit the quantity delivered or add products (Inventory items) to pending GRNs. These links are displayed in Fig. 12. It is essential that the system matches the legal document provided (invoice).

- All items on the paper invoice must remain on the systems delivery—even if it was not received as the system must match the legal document as this is what the supplier will charge. If this happens a user must then claim back anything owing via a credit note (please see relevant section).

- Items on the system that have not been delivered and are not on the invoice can be edited to zero.

- Once the correct quantity of goods has been updated the cost can be reconciled. As user do not typically have access to amending cost prices on a line by line basis the total cost of the invoice must be reconciled to the system.

- If a user has permission to edit cost prices this can be done via the ‘edit’ link. If a user does not have edit permissions for cost prices and ‘adjustment product’ must be used to balance the system against the invoice.

- To use this product select ‘add’ and find the appropriate adjustment item. Typically there will only be 1 adjustment item configured per supplier, however if the supplier provides vatable and non-vatable items two different adjustment items are created to account for the difference in VAT.

- Enter the value of the adjustment required in the quantity box if pound sterling i.e. if the system price needs to be increased by 58p to match the invoice, 0.58 is entered as per Fig. 18 below.

![Fig. 18 - Invoice Adjustment](Fig 18 - Invoice Adjustment)
• It is possible to decrease the cost of the invoice on the system, simply enter a negative sign prior to the monetary amount entered.
• Once both the quantity of stock and value of the delivery has been reconciled the date field can be checked, delivery reference and invoice reference entered.
• If a GRN has been reconciled for both quantity of stock and price it can be ‘approved and marked for export’ indicating that the quantity of stock and cost of the delivery is correct and is what is expected to be paid to the supplier.

![Fig 19 - GRN with Invoice Adjustment Added](image)

• All approved and approved and marked for export GRNs can be viewed on the approved tab of the stock management page.
• Only transactions for the current stock period are displayed, however historical transactions can be viewed by selecting the invoice/credit recon link(s) to search and view this data.
• If a discrepancy has been raised the user may be required to raise a supplier return to request any stock or monetary value over-charged by the supplier. Please see the relevant section for details.

**Top Tip**

Remember approve is a delivery note only. Approve and mark for export is for an Invoice or Credit Note Document.

**Processing electronic invoices...**

There is functionality available on FnB Manager that allows suppliers to submit electronic invoices rather than a paper copy, reducing the amount of paper work received and errors in processing of invoices. Electronic invoice documents are only available on FnB Manager for certain suppliers. Please contact your Fourth representative for any further details.

• Once an order has been placed, if the supplier is integrated, they have the ability to send back confirmation messages to FnB Manager to indicate to a user if a delivery is expected to be fulfilled in full; partially fulfilled or has been rejected by the supplier.
• Confirmation messages are displayed as ✔ and ✗ on the system. A ✔ is displayed if a delivery will be wholly or partially fulfilled, a ✗ is used if a delivery will be rejected. If a user hovers over each icon an additional message will be displayed.

**Top Tip**

Confirmation messages will be returned from the supplier within 15 – 20 minutes. It is useful to place orders in advance of the designated cut off to allow time to order replacement products if any product lines are rejected.
Fig 20 - Confirmed GRNs

- If a pending GRN is selected prior to the invoice being imported to the system no invoice number is displayed and a message indicating that the transaction is ‘awaiting invoice’ is displayed as shown in Fig 21 below. The status of the document reflects the ✓ or ✗ displayed on the stock management page.

Fig 21 - Electronic Invoice Status

- If the purchase order was raised on the system the invoice will automatically match the purchase order, otherwise a user can use the ‘match’ option and select the appropriate invoice from the list displayed.

Fig 22 - Manually Match Invoice

- When an invoice has been matched the invoice number will populate.
- Any discrepancies in value will appear within the ‘status’ field.
- Any over or under charges will appear in orange against the particular product.
The invoice tab will show the details of the invoice along with the total value of the discrepancy.

As per a standard invoice the invoice adjustment products can be added to account for any discrepancies.

Approve the delivery once reconciled and mark for export (in some cases an auto-mark configuration can be applied so that the additional user task is not required).

If the adjustment item is used the system will ask if a return should be raised for the value of the discrepancy. Click ‘OK’ to raise a supplier return for this value or ‘Cancel’ if the invoice was correct and no return is required.

The return will then be displayed within the associated documents thread of the GRN.
Potential Scenarios

- **There is a short delivery what to do?** – If the invoice quantity is more than the delivered quantity, check with the supplier that a credit will be issued, if so match the invoice quantity and raise a return against the short product.

- **There is an overcharge what to do?** – If the invoice quantity is more than the delivered quantity, check with the supplier that a credit will be issued; if so adjust the delivered value to match the invoice value using an adjustment item. Raise a return against the adjustment product.

- **There is no invoice to match what do I do?** – Use the “Match” button. If there is still no associated invoice then contact the supplier.
Processing Other Types of Transactions

Manually Input Orders

Manually input orders are the system “failsafe” to allow users to enter the delivery of goods if the order was not placed on the system. Normally a user would need a delivery note or invoice to input the delivery from.

**NOTE:** Manually input orders are not sent to suppliers, they are purely used to record receipt of goods in addition to those orders raised and receipted on the system.

- Click the ‘Transfers’ link on the green bar to reach the screen shown in **Fig 28**.

![Fig 28 - Manual Input Order Button](image)

- Click the light blue ‘Manually Input Order’ button to enter a delivery that was not ordered on the system.

![Fig 29 - Create New Manually Input Order - Step 1](image)

- Choose the effective date (this is the date the stock arrived).
- Select the supplier that the delivery has been received from.
- Enter the reason for the manual order in the comments box.
• Click the blue ‘Next Button’.

**NOTE:** This screen would also show any other unapproved manually input orders.

• The user will be taken to a page that looks very similar to the order entry page. Instead of an ‘order’ column this is replace with a quantity column to indicate the volume of goods received. It is also possible when recording manual orders to *split cases* and a drop down will be provided within the ‘order size’ column if this is possible.
• Enter the required quantities (remember to check the unit sizes) this must be the same as the quantity on the delivery note/invoice.

![Fig 30 - Order Entry Page](image)

• Once all products have been entered click the ‘Next’ button.
• The standard GRN receipting page is then displayed and the standardised process should be followed.

![Fig 31 - GRN for Manually Input Order](image)

• Check the total quantity and cost (if relevant) match, then **approve** as normal.
• The stock quantity that has been entered will only affect the stock holding once the manual transfer has been approved.
Top Tip
It is advisable to enter manual orders on the day of delivery to ensure the stock on hand is updated in advance of additional orders being raised.

Supplier Returns

Supplier returns are used as a way to record what goods are to be returned to suppliers or what monetary credits are due. There are multiple reasons why a return would need to be raised: when a supplier short delivers but charges; or if there is an overcharge based on an agreed price; or if the goods physically need to be sent back to the supplier.

Supplier returns are not sent to the supplier via the system therefore it is essential that they are agreed with the supplier in advance of raising the return. It is also important that the supplier return is raised and approved out of stock in the correct period. Supplier returns are matched to credit notes on the system in much the same way as goods received notes are matched to invoices.

- To raise a supplier return click the ‘transfers’ link from the green bar and then select the supplier returns button shown in Fig 32.
- The stock quantity that has been entered will only affect the stock holding once the return has been approved.

Fig 32 - Supplier Returns Button

- Choose the effective date (this is the date the stock will be leaving the system).
- Select the supplier the return relates to.
- Enter the reason for the return in the comments box.
Fig 33 - Supplier Return Page

- Click ‘Next’.

**NOTE:** This screen would also show any other unapproved supplier returns.

Fig 34 - Supplier Return Product Entry Page

- Enter the required quantities (Remember to check the unit sizes) to be returned.
- It is possible when recording a return to *split cases* and a drop down will be provided within the ‘order size’ column if this is possible.
- Once all products have been entered the *Next* button.
- The standard receipting page is then displayed.
Fig 35 - Pending Supplier Return

- Verify the quantity being returned is correct.
- Check the ‘effective date’ of the supplier return as this affects the cost of sales and stock level of the relevant stock period.
- Input the ‘supplier returns reference’ and click the approve button. Supplier returns must be approved out of stock when the goods physically leave the building in order to minimise issues with stock counting, or when the monetary credit has been agreed.
- Pending supplier returns are rare as the return has been agreed with the supplier prior to the return being raised therefore they will typically have an approved or approved and marked status.
- When the credit note is received from the supplier this reference is entered to the approved transaction and marked for export.
- Supplier returns must be approved in the correct stock period otherwise product or cost of sales variances will be seen within the period end figures. It is possible to mark a return for export after the current stock period has been closed and approved.
Site Transfers

Site transfers are used to record the quantity and value of goods being transferred between sites within an organisation. It is essential that site transfers are recorded on the day the goods were transferred to ensure that the stock on hand at both locations remains up to date.

Products, batches and recipes can be transferred between locations using the site transfer functionality however in order to transfer an item the product or recipe must be available at both sites in order to proceed with the transfer. Only sites within the same unit can transfer between one another – for further details on which sites are contained within a given unit per organisation please contact the System Administrator.

- To create a new site transfer click the transfers link on the green bar and select the ‘create a new site transfer’ button.

![Create New Site Transfer Button](image)

**Fig 36 - Create New Site Transfer Button**

- The user must then select if a transfer is from another site or to another site.

**Top Tip**

It is advisable to maintain a company standard when recording site transfers i.e. the issuing site always records the transfer to another site otherwise the quantity and cost of the transfer could potentially be duplicated if both sites record the transfer on the system.

![New Site Transfer - STEP 1](image)

**Fig 37 - Transfer Direction Options**

- Once the direction of the site transfer has been selected the user is directed to pick the appropriate site from the drop down list available as shown in **Fig 38**.
The user is required to enter:

- The appropriate site from the drop down list. A list of available sites within the same unit will be provided.
- The date of the transfer. Options for today, tomorrow, or the day after tomorrow are given or a specific date can be selected. (Transfers can only be recorded with an effective date within the current stock period.)
- The input interface for selecting products and/or recipes to transfer.

It is optional to enter a transfer description if appropriate.

Users have the option on this page to search by products and recipes or select products only (by category). The input interface is dependent on goods that need to be added to the transfer.
When using the ‘**Products Only**’ interface option, choose which cost centre and then which category the items to be included in the transfer are associated with.

- A list of available products will appear. Any items with the symbol [X] cannot be transferred as the receiving site does to hold this item as part of their stocking policy.
- If the other input interface (‘**Products and Recipes**’) is selected products, batches or recipes are searched for as shown in Fig 41 below. The add button can be selected to include an item in the transfer, the item type is denoted by the type shown in the relevant column.
  - P = Product
  - B = Batches
  - R = Menu Item

![Fig 41 - Site Transfer Input Page - Products and Recipes (by search)](image)

- Add the quantity to the products required, when all products have been added and then click **next**.

**Top Tip**
When using the search fields in FnB Manager enter a few letters of the name ensuring not to be too specific to account for spelling and word order variations. The system will return any results with the letter combination anywhere in the word.

![Fig 42 - Pending Site Transfer Details](image)

- Once all items on the transfer have been confirmed click the ‘**Send**’ button to issue the goods to the selected site. The option to ‘**Approve & Send**’ can also be selected; this will automatically approve the transfer without the receiving site viewing the items, although it is still visible on the approved tab at both sites.
- Site transfers that have been sent, but not yet approved, will be displayed in the **Sent/Received Site Transfers** section on the pending tab of the stock management page.
- Approved transfers can be found on the approved tab as normal.

![Fig 43 - Stock Management - Sent/Received Site Transfers Section](image)

**Top Tip**
Check and update any pending or site/received site transfers at least 24 hours before the end of the stock period as often agreement is needed from another site and it is better to have completed these transactions prior to counting the stock.
Account Transfers

Account transfers are used to account for stock that has entered or left the sites stock holding but haven’t been purchased from a supplier; transferred to another site; or sold to a customer. The types of accounts are configured per customer by the system administrator typical accounts are ‘cash purchases’, ‘marketing’, ‘events’ and ‘staff food’. Any type or purpose of account can be created, please contact your fourth representative for more details.

- Click the Transfers link in the green bar and click the ‘Transfers to Accounts’ button, as shown in Fig 44 below, to record a new transfer.

![Fig 44 - Transfer to Accounts Button](image)

- Enter the effective date of the transfer; the system will default to today’s date as the assumption is all stock movement is being recorded on the appropriate day to maintain the integrity of the stock on hand at site.

![Fig 45 - Account Transfer Initial Setup](image)

- Enter the effective date – the day that the stock was recorded.
- Next choose which account to transfer the stock to or from.
- Select the direction of the transfer is ‘from stock to’ or ‘to stock from’.
Fig 46 - Stock Transfer Direction Drop-down List

- Add to the comments box the reason for the transfer if applicable
- Click the ‘Next’ button to be moved to the entry screen of the account transfers to add products or recipes to the transfer.

Top Tip
‘To stock from’ is transferring items into the sites stock holding such as a cash purchase. ‘From stock to’ is transferring items out of the sites stock holding such as staff food.

- Enter and search for product or recipes to add to the transfer. Once the item has been identified click the ‘Add’ button to enter the quantity of the item to be included.

Fig 47 - Account Transfer Input Page

- Once the relevant items are included in the transfer they will be displayed in the bottom section of the screen and the total cost of the transfer is displayed in the yellow box as in Fig 48 below.

Fig 48 - Included Items Section

- If a cash purchase is being recorded the total cost of the transfer must be reconciled to the receipt. Much like a delivery the cost of the transfer can be adjusted using an adjustment item. Search for this item and add the monetary value in the quantity box to increase or decrease the cost of the transfer.
Fig 49 - An Adjustment Item Included in The Transfer

- Once the transfer is complete and the products and costs of the transfers are correct the transfer can be approved to adjust the stock on hand at site.

Top Tip
Cash purchases are the only type of account transfer where the costs must also be reconciled. All other transfers it is the quantity of goods that is important to record.
Wastage Transfers

Wastage transfers are used to record stock that has been wasted. It is also possible, depending on the EPOS provider, for wastage to be recorded on the till and the information sent to the system and recorded on FnB Manager. The types of wastage accounts are configured per customer by the system administrator typical accounts are ‘food wastage, ‘beverage wastage’, and ‘beer line cleaning’. Any type or purpose of account can be created, please contact your fourth representative for more details.

- Click the Transfers link in the green bar and click the ‘Wastage Transfer’ button, as shown below, to record a new transfer.

![Wastage Transfer Button](image)

**Fig 50 - Wastage Transfer Button**

- Enter the date the stock was wasted (ensure this relates to the correct stock period).
- Select the required account from the ‘Wastage Account’ drop-down list.

![New Wastage Transfer](image)

**Fig 51 - Wastage Transfer Initial Setup**

- Enter any comments applicable to the transfer.
- Click the Next button to enter the appropriate products/recipes.

**NOTE:** Any current pending wastage transfers will be seen at the top of the page in pending wastage transfer.

**Top Tip**
It is advisable to enter a detailed comment if a particularly large wastage transfer has been recorded i.e. Freezer breakdown
Fig 52 - Wastage Transfer Input Page

- Enter a few letters of the item(s) to be included in the transfer and click the ‘Add’ button to include these items. Products, batches or recipes may be included within a wastage transfer. If a recipe is included the system will break this down to the ingredients within the recipe to accurately account for the stock.
- Ensure that an appropriate reason (if applicable) is selected from the drop-down box when adding an item to the transfer and click the ‘Save’ button.

Fig 53 - Items Included in The Wastage Transfer & Transfer Reasons

- Once all items to be included in the transfer have been added click the **Approve** button to complete the transfer.

Fig 54 - Approved Wastage Transfers Under Stock Management

- Approved wastage transactions for the current stock period can be viewed by selecting the approved tab on the stock management page; wastage transfers are included within the manual transfers section.
Stock Counting

A business will count its stock at fixed points in the calendar to allow them to monitor usage and cost of the goods in the business. It is important when counting stock to be accurate about the items being counted and the quantity that is physically in the stores.

In order to achieve a good stock take result, as much as half the entire time should be spent preparing for the count and subsequent investigation. Allocating sufficient time to a stock take will go a long way to ensuring it is efficient, complete and accurate. Before beginning the actual count, three main areas of preparation should be covered:

1. Update all transactions on the system
2. Organisation of the stock itself
3. Print out of the stock sheets

As traditionally the stock take is carried out in the morning, it is recommended that the above tasks are carried out during the preceding days up to a stock take. This will avoid a panic on the day and save huge amounts of precious "investigation time" on the day.

Update all transactions on the system

Typically, there is an entire stock period in which to enter all the transactions. It is best to carry these tasks out "as you go" however, often there will be a few credits or transfers that need entering for the final few days. Ensure everything is entered before beginning a count. It will be practically impossible to reconcile a stock take if there are outstanding transactions to process. In addition, if the entry of transactions is left until stock take day, it will be a rush to complete and mistakes are likely to be made.

Organisation of the stock itself

As much as 50% of the time allocated to stock taking should be allocated to preparing the items you are about to count. Here is a list of the most important things to look out for grouped by stock location.

Cellar
- Remove empty kegs; ensure access to open and full kegs is not hindered.
- Remove bag in box from boxes to make counting easier.
- Make sure wines in racks are in the correct position and numbered/labeled.
- Ensure wine labels are facing upwards.
- Ensure all cases stacked are full.
- Make sure all spirits are facing the right way.
- Make sure all cases of spirits are full.
- Make sure all bottles are in the correct position and correctly labeled.

Bar
- Empty fridges and place items on or outside the bar to ease counting.
- Consolidate low value stock where practical (wines, pouring spirits).
- Turn all bottles so that the label is facing out, but volume can still be read.

Dry Store
- Remove empty boxes.
- Make sure all like for like items are regularly stocked with each other.
- Make sure the labels are facing outwards and easy to read.
Kitchen Fridges
- Remove empty boxes.
- Make the scales available.
- Make sure items are in the correct place according to labels.
- Empty fridges of items that require weighing.

Printing Stock Sheets

Doing this in advance but within the stock period and preparing the sheets on clipboards will ensure that on arrival, the stock take can be attacked quickly. It also avoids any issues like running out of paper or printer ink that might waste precious time.

Go to the Stock Management page and click the 'Stock Tally Sheet' link within the print section or click the 'Stock Count' link within the actions section to be taken to the main stock count page.

- There are multiple input interface options when printing or entering the stock count. There are print and input options that correlate with one another, ensure that whatever printable option is selected the appropriate input option is also selected.
To print the stock count sheet, click on the appropriate link and select the appropriate printable configuration.

**Top Tip**
Selecting ‘Only print products in use at site’ will hide any unused products from the current period therefore reducing the size of the stock count required.

![Sample Stock Count Sheet](image)

- Once the stock sheet is generated, click on the ‘Print this Page’ link in the top right of the screen.
- The sheet can be used to count against; careful notice should be given to the unit size to ensure that the correct UOM is counted against.

**Entering a Stock Count**

Once the stock has been counted, enter it by going to Stock Management > Stock Count > Input full stock count.

![Stock Entry Page](image)

- The printable count sheet matches the input interface which makes entering the quantities easier.
- Each product must have a value entered against it, whether it’s a value or zero. No field should be left blank.
### Fig 59 - Adding Stock Counts

- When entering the quantities, it is possible to use the + sign. Enter the quantities 8+7 etc. and then press tab on the keyboard. To move down the page use the tab key and to move up the page use shift then tab. The enter key is a save function.
- Once all the stock is entered, click save and return.

#### Top Tip

‘Save as you go’ when entering stock. If the system times out after a period of inactivity any information that was entered following the last ‘save’ will be lost.
Period End Checks

- Once the stock has been counted and entered a user must check the pending tab of the stock management screen to ensure that there are no pending transactions for the current period.

![Pending Tab with No Outstanding Transactions](image)

Fig 60 - Pending Tab with No Outstanding Transactions

- The sales must also be checked before the stock period can be closed to do this go to **Stock Management > Import POS Figures** (Under Actions).

![Import POS Figures Page](image)

Fig 61 - Import POS Figures Page

- The total verified PLU sales is what the system uses when calculating the GP result, if there are any missing PLUs recorded a user must notify their system administrator.
- Missing PLUs reflect a transaction that has been recorded on EPOS but does not have a corresponding menu item on FnB Manager to identify the stock used when gathering the revenue.

**Top Tip**

It is advisable to check the import POS figures page regularly throughout the period as sales are loaded on a daily basis and any missing PLU references can be flagged prior to the stock result.
Closing a Stock Period

- Once all information has been checked the stock period can be closed by following the path **Stock Management** > click the **Close Stock Period** button.

![Close Stock Period Button](image)

**Fig 62 - Close Stock Period Button**

- A confirmation message will be generated as shown in **Fig 63** below.

![Close Stock Period Confirmation](image)

**Fig 63 - Close Stock Period Confirmation**

- Click 'OK' to proceed with closing the stock period.
Fig 64 - Stock Period Warning Messages

If there are any pending deliveries in the stock period, the system will show the above alerts. There should be no pending transactions in the current stock period before closing the stock period. Go back to stock management and approve all relevant transactions, or delete any that haven’t or won’t occur and move any that are expected in the next period.

The system will also alert users if there are any missing sales, this alert is only relevant if there is a link with EPOS. Once all the checks have been completed proceed with closing the period.
Reporting

Once the stock period is closed, links to period end reports will be displayed on the stock management tab.

The Management Figures report is the main report that will be used. This report shows the closing value of stock and the cost of sale information at a summary level for the site.

Management Figures

- **Opening Stock** – Cannot be changed, this is the closing stock from last period.
- **Total Purchases** – Total value of approved GRNs/delivery notes during the period.
- **Total Supplier Returns** – Total value of supplier returns that have been approved out of stock during the period.
- **Total Requisitions Received** – Total value of requisitions received and approved from a central store during the period.
- **Total Requisitions Issued** – Total value of requisitions issued and approved to other locations during the period.
- **Total Site Transfers Received** – Total value of site transfers received and approved during the period.
- **Total Site Transfers Sent** – Total value of site transfers issued and approved during the period.
- **Total Account Transfers In** – Total value of account transfers received and approved during the period, this includes things such as petty cash transfers.
- **Total Account Transfers Out** – Total value of account transfers issued and approved during the period, such as staff food etc. NB. Best practice advises that Wastage is included in your cost of sales, therefore will not show in this entry however if wastage is not included then this entry will show your wastage included.
- **Closing Stock Value** – Total value of goods entered in your closing stock.
- **Actual Cost of Sales** – \([\text{Opening Stock} + \text{Purchases +/- Transfers} - \text{Closing Stock}]\).
• **Actual POS Sales** – Total verified Sales from the EPOS.
• **Actual Cost of Sales** – Total cost to run the business during the period (as above).
• **Actual Profit** – \( \text{Actual POS Sales} - \text{Actual Cost of Sales} \).
• **Actual GP** – \( \frac{\text{Actual COS}}{\text{Actual POS}} \) expressed as a percentage.

• **Theoretical Cost of Sales** – Quantity sold from total verified sales multiplied by assigned supplier price to give best case cost to the business during the period.
• **Theoretical Profit** – \( \text{Actual POS} - \text{Theoretical COS} \).
• **Theoretical GP** – \( \frac{\text{Theoretical COS}}{\text{Actual POS}} \) expressed as a percentage.
• **Cost Variance** – \( \text{Theoretical COS} - \text{Actual COS} \).
• **GP variance** – \( \text{Theoretical GP} - \text{Actual GP} \).

**Note** The opening and closing values are the weighted average values of the stock. The purchase value is the actual price paid for the goods and the transfer value is the cost of the goods from the allocated supplier.

**Reasons for variances in Actual vs. Theoretical COS**

• **Sales Not Importing** – The Theoretical COS is generated using the menu cost as dictated to by the recipe at the assigned supplier cost price at site. If there is sales missing, the actual COS will be correct but the theoretical will not be.
  o Ensure all sales are in.

• **POS entered incorrectly** – If the wrong menu items are rung in, there will be an incorrect theoretical COS for that menu item but the actual could be correct due to what was physically sold.
  o Ensure your staff charges for the right items on the till.

• **Missing PLU numbers** – If all menu items that have been sold do not have a corresponding PLU and recipe in FnB Manager then the theoretical COS cannot match the actual.
  o Ensure there are no missing or zero cost price PLUs.

• **Recipe ingredients incorrect** – If the wrong Menu or Batch ingredients are being down dated in the recipes, the theoretical COS will be different to what has actually been sold.
  o Ensure the recipes are correct in the system.

• **Ingredient costing incorrect (assigned supplier is wrong)** – If the wrong supplier is allocated when adding the products to site the theoretical COS will be miscalculated as it won’t be the actual supplier the goods will be purchased from.
  o Ensure you’re buying from the right supplier.

• **Unaccounted for stock (loss theft etc.)** – If the stock is not rung through the till and given for free and or stolen the actual and theoretical COS won’t match as the actual COS will present as being higher.
  o Ensure that stock is managed so that there is no opportunity for stealing.

• **Transfers included in cost of sales e.g. Wastage** – any transfers of stock to accounts included in COS will affect the bottom line on the actual COS but won’t have been account for in the theoretical COS.
  o Ensure wastage is kept to a minimum.

• **Cost price variances from the default cost** – If the invoices are edited upon receipt to change the cost price then the actual and theoretical COS won’t match as the theoretical is worked out using the default cost price.
  o Ensure any price differences are highlighted to Tracie.

• **Over and under portioning** – If the actual recipe given is greater or less than the recipe on FnB Manager at site, then the actual and theoretical COS won’t match.
  o Ensure that things are made to the recipe specification.
• **Incorrect Closing or Opening Stock** – if the closing or opening stock is incorrect then it can inflate or deflate the actual COS.
  o Ensure the stocks are counted and entered correctly.

• **Missing Deliveries** – if all deliveries are not approved into stock including manually input orders then this will affect the actual COS against the theoretical.
  o Ensure all the deliveries are approved correctly.

• **Missing Supplier Returns** – if the supplier returns are not entered into the system and approved then there will be a difference in the actual and theoretical COS.
  o Ensure all credits are entered and approved correctly.

• **Missing site transfers** – if all site transfers that have happened in the period have not been approved then this will have a negative/positive impact on the actual COS at one of the sites and the opposite negative/positive effect at the other site.
  o Ensure all site transfers are entered and approved correctly.

**Stock Reconciliation**

• Clicking the **Stock Reconciliation** button will generate a report that will show any line by line stock discrepancies for that period. This will help you confirm that a correct closing stock has been entered and all deliveries and transfers have been recorded correctly for the period. This report is the stock reconciliation report; it is the most important report to show the stock quantities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Open Qty</th>
<th>Del</th>
<th>Trx</th>
<th>Close Qty</th>
<th>Usage Qty</th>
<th>POS</th>
<th>Diff</th>
<th>Diff Cost</th>
<th>Diff Last</th>
<th>Diff Weighted Avg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>£2.37</td>
<td>£3.84</td>
<td>£3.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>£6.54</td>
<td>£4.62</td>
<td>£6.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>£9.19</td>
<td>£7.09</td>
<td>£9.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>£13.80</td>
<td>£12.11</td>
<td>£13.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>-43</td>
<td>£21.05</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-£21.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>£5.27</td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>£5.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>£13.24</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>£13.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>£38.04</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>£38.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>£7.28</td>
<td>-42</td>
<td>£7.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>£24.38</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>£24.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>£28.98</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>£28.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>£9.13</td>
<td>6567</td>
<td>£9.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig 67 - Stock Reconciliation Report**

• **Open Qty** – shows the opening quantity of stock (the closing quantity from the last count).
• **Del** – shows the sum of all delivery and supplier returns quantities this period.
• **Trx** – shows the sum of all site transfers, requisitions, wastage and account transfers this period.
• **Close Qty** – show the closing quantity entered into this count.
• **Usage Qty** – is worked out using opening [quantity, +/- Deliveries and Supplier Returns +/- all transfers the closing quantity]. This is the quantity that should have been sold.
• **POS** – is the figure of usage coming from the EPOS provider. This is the figure of what was sold on the till by PLU times the recipe in the system. This is what was sold.
• **Diff** – is the difference between Usage and POS.
• **Diff Cost** – is the value of the difference.
• **Diff Last** – is the difference on the count the last time the stock was counted. **Note**: if this figure is often up or down each week, this is usually an indication that there may be a problem with the recipe in the system.
• **Diff Weighted Avg** – is the value of the difference in weighted average value.
The usage column on the stock reconciliation should always be a positive figure or a zero. A negative usage figure implies that there is a higher closing quantity in stock than there was in the opening stock and deliveries and transfers. Double check the closing stock again and if this is correct recheck the deliveries and transfers. If the usage is still negative then check the diff last column as the error could be from the last stock count and is not fixed this period when combining the two differences.

If users have to carry out all actions at the end of the period this greatly increases room for error and doesn’t allow a suitable time for checking any variances on the stock reconciliation. Always ensure that adequate preparation has gone into the counting process when closing a stock period, ensure that the areas to count are neat & tidy; the count sheet has been printed in advance to the stock count; stock holding levels are as low as possible to minimise counting errors and always ensure that adequate time is allowed to count the stock count leaving time in case any re-counting is required.

**Understanding & investigating the stock reconciliation**

Because of the fluid nature of the business there are likely to be discrepancies for any items sold as a fraction of itself, e.g. a shot of vodka, a portion of pie. However, the differences should be small and explained where possible.

Below outlines the possible scenarios that occur when reading the stock reconciliation, these should help to highlight where things may have gone wrong.

**Opening with a Negative Opening Stock**

- The opening quantity is last periods closing quantity and so it cannot be changed this period.
- Having a negative opening quantity means that there was a negative closing quantity on the last count. This usually happens because a stock quantity was not entered against this item at all on the last count. The system will decide what the closing stock is if no figure is entered. It works this out using \[ \text{opening quantities, +/- deliveries +/- transfers - sales} \]. If sales were higher than the quantity of opening stock + deliveries and transfers then the system will assume a negative closing stock.
  - Fix this by ensuring the closing quantity is correct this count as this should help correct the issue the next period.

![Fig 68 - Negative Opening Quantity](image)
Closing with a Negative Closing Stock

- This only usually happens when a closing quantity was not entered.
- The system will create the closing quantity by looking at the \( \text{opening quantity} \pm \text{deliveries and Credits} \pm \text{transfers} - \text{POS quantity} \). In the above example the total creates a negative closing value.
- The blue circle with the information sign next to the product name indicates that this product was not counted in this period. Only invoice adjustments should have this at the end of the period.
  - Fix this by entering the actual closing quantity.

Closing with a Negative Usage

- Negative Usage implies that the closing stock is greater than the opening stock and deliveries and transfers.
  - Ensure the closing quantity was entered correctly from the page to the system.
  - Ensure all deliveries were entered correctly into the period and none are missing.
  - Ensure all transfers are correct and not too high.
  - Check the difference the last time. If the difference the last time was down the same quantity and there is certainty that the closing quantity is correct this time then it could be taken that the error was in the last count and that it is now correct.
Closing with a Negative Difference

Fig 71 - Negative Difference

- Negative difference implies that a quantity of this product is missing and can happen for a number of reasons.
  
  o Ensure the closing quantity was entered correctly from the page to the system.
  o Ensure all deliveries relevant have been correctly approved and that no deliveries that belong outside the period have been approved into the incorrect stock period.
  o Ensure all relevant credits (supplier returns) have been approved out and not forgotten.
  o Ensure all requisitions, site transfers and transfers to accounts have been entered and not forgotten.
  o Ensure the recipes this product should be in are correct.
  o Check like for like products to check if they are up the quantity that this product is down as this can be an indication of cross ringing on the till.
  o Check the difference the last time. If the difference the last time was up the same quantity and there is certainty that the closing quantity is correct this time then it could be taken that the error was in the last count and that it is now correct.

Closing with a Positive Difference

Fig 72 - Positive Difference

- Positive difference implies that a quantity of this product was sold more than was expected in the Usage column and can happen for a number of reasons.
  
  o Ensure the closing quantity was entered correctly from the page to the system.
  o Ensure all relevant deliveries have been entered into the system and not forgotten.
  o Ensure no credits that belong outside of the period have been approved out of the period.
  o Ensure all requisitions, site transfers and transfers to accounts have been entered and not forgotten.
  o Ensure all POS figures have been verified.
  o Ensure the recipes this product should be in are correct and not too high.
  o Check like for like products to check if they are down the quantity that this product is up as this can be an indication of cross ringing on the till.
  o Check the difference the last time. If the difference the last time was down the same quantity and there is certainty that the closing quantity is correct this time then it could be taken that the error was in the last count and that it is now correct.
Closing with a Positive Difference Last

- Positive difference last shows that the last time the stock was closed the Diff column was positive this quantity.
- This cannot be changed and is there as an indicator of what happened the last period.
- If there is a negative difference this period then it can be an indication of a miscount in the last period, this may be the reason it was a positive.
  - Ensure this period’s difference is correct.
  - If the difference last is regularly positive and the also the Diff column then this can indicate regular missing or incorrect recipes.
  - Ensure all relevant deliveries have been entered into the system and not forgotten.
  - Ensure all relevant transfers have been entered.
  - Ensure all POS sales are correct and not under-portioned.

Closing with a Negative Difference Last

- Negative difference Last shows that the last time the stock was closed the Diff column was negative this quantity.
- This cannot be changed and is there as an indicator of what happened the last period.
- If there is a positive difference this period then it can be an indication of a miscount in the last period, this may be the reason it was a negative.
  - Ensure this periods Difference is correct.
  - If the difference last is regularly negative and the also the Diff column is negative then this can indicate regular missing or incorrect recipes.
  - Ensure all relevant deliveries have been entered into the system and not forgotten.
  - Ensure all relevant transfers have been entered.
  - Ensure all POS sales are correct and not over-portioned.

The stock reconciliation reflects the actions carried out by users in the stock period. Only transactions that have been approved will be reflected in the stock reconciliation. If all deliveries and transfers are accurately and correctly entered in the system and the stock is counted on time and correctly then the areas for discrepancies are reduced.

Recipes should be checked often and seasonally to ensure they difference between Usage and POS is minimised as much as possible. Cross ringing on the EPOS should be avoided and “OPEN food” and “OPEN beverage” items avoided when possible to minimize differences.
Approving a Stock Period

The stock period should only be approved once a user has carried out all actions that are required and the management figures report and stock reconciliation have been checked for any errors. Once the period is approved the new stock period will begin and if a period is approved in error it is a chargeable cost for Fourth to ‘roll back’ the stock period.

- To close the stock period click on ‘Stock Management’ and close the stock period as in Closing a Stock Period.
- Once the period is closed it can then be approved or re-opened.

Fig 75 - Approve Button

- Any stock period data cannot be amended once the stock period is closed, the period must be re-opened for any amendments to take place.
- To adjust any information click the ‘Re-Open’ button and relevant figures such as the stock count entered or delivery or transfer approved can be amended with appropriate user permissions.
- When the stock period is closed click on the ‘Approve’ button to finalise the period and approve it forward.
- An alert will appear asking users to verify that the period should be approved.

Please Confirm that you wish to Approve this Stock Period.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site: Bar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stock Period Week number: 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stock Period Starts: 14/06/2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stock Period Ends: 15/10/2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig 76 - Approve a Stock Period Confirmation

- Click the ‘Approve’ button to finalise this period and for the next period to be generated by the system.